Before assembly, please spend some time to read this manual and follow the procedures step by step assembly guide. Some panels are viewed differently from the exploded drawing below. This is for clarity. Do not discard any of the packaging until you have checked all the parts and the package of fittings. If you are missing any of the parts, please contact the store from which you purchased your products. The staff will do their best to help you.

### Fitting check-list

**Small screw x6**

1. Place LCD with facing downward on flat surface. Place mounting unit on the LCD back as figure and level at holes, secure them together with six screws. And then tighten them up with screwdriver (not supplied).

2. Secure base firmly to the solid RC wall with four expansion screws (not supplied).

3. Insert the mounting unit (with LCD on already) into the base and press it down, please check the angle for user then fixed the knob as figure as below to prevent mounting full down.

---

**Unit: mm**

**Caution:**
- There are many small components used in the construction of this unit. These loose items should be kept away from young children while assembling your unit.
- This product is for monitor less than 35kg.
- Incomplete or inadequate mounting of this unit to the wall may cause it to fall down, resulting in potentially fatal accidents.
- Please consult authorized service personnel for the installation of this unit.

---
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